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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 By this chapter this research conclude all results of the research what it has 

been identified, classified, until interpreted. This chapter will be a summarizing 

of whole this analyzing. Also, this chapter put several suggestions for readers as 

the idea to motivate that can be developed for further research.  

 

5.1 Conclusion 

 Meaning is the most important thing to understand what is said and what is 

implicated. To understand the meaning we have to understand what is purposed 

also. Same with when we listen a song. Bacause song is kind of magical art and 

there are notes and meaning expressed by the author through the song, thus, we 

have to understand what implied meaning in song so we can enjoy whole the part 

that song.  

 In Evanescence songs this research has analyzed, that we can know that 

this band use figurative meaning to cover their implicit meaning in songs. 

Evanescence’s songs what it has chosen contain almost of hyperbole and 

personification inside. Three songs are talking about how the pain treat cruel to 

someone when we are feeling down or broken heart. In “sweet sacrifice” the 

author tell us that how sweet that we can feel if we fight to survive by so 

someone who always hate and hurt us. While in “my immortal” author talking 

about how author tries to forget someone who ever belong with him, but now 

being separated but still in his mind. And “bring me to life” refers to wish of the 
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author who feels so numb, almost become undone, and needs some one to bring a 

faith to back in life again. Bring me to life also describes how someone helps the 

author after falling, and nmake him like reborn.  

 This conclusion also as the evidence to emphasize that evanescence is a 

band with many songs with deeply implicit menaing inside. And this research has 

answered the problem statement, and tell the readers what is implicit meaning on 

Evanescence songs.  

 

5.2 Suggestions 

 After conducting this research, it is expected will provide some 

suggestions especially for English Departement learners that in learning English 

especially about meaning, we need to observe more about meaning and then we 

could know what meaning is and how many kinds of meaning, and how can to 

find it in sentence or utterance.  

 For the readers especially English Departement students, this research is 

expected will be a good reference to learn more about meaning in semantic 

subject. Learning is something that we have to do in anywhere, anytime, to 

anything as the subject even the song. 

 Finally, this research is expected that there will be further research about 

meaning and implicit meaning better than mine. And wish this research will be 

useful for all of us especially for English Departement students.    

     

 


